Corporate Members
Banner Bank
Eaton Fucshia Investments
Hoehn Motors, Inc.
Rayne Water Conditioning
Ryan Video Productions
Sanders Tech-Ed Foundation
WWM Financial

Active Members
Bob and Elaine Algeo*
Matthew Anderson
Thomas and Carla Applegate*
Joseph and Angela Bear*
Sandy Bonner
Marie Bradley*
Jane Gaiser Carter and Diane Gaiser Greenbaum*
Rocco Ciesco
William and Sandra Cima*
Jack Cumming*
Valerie Cumming*
Sondra Curtin*
Famulare Jewlers Incorporated
Richard and Cary Feld*
Carm and Yvonne Finocchiaro*
Justin Frank
Michelle Ginn*
Eugene and Virginia Hallner
Gisela Hill
Michael and Harriet Humphrey*
Dale Isaacs*
David Johnson
Drew Kennedy
Allan and Glenda Koljonen*
John and Susan Leone*
Robert Lin
Carlton and Sandra Lund*
Arthur and Joan Markovits
Leonard◊ and Lois Martyns
Sieglinde Merwin*
Louis and Judith Mezzullo
Roberta Miller*
James Morrison*
Kathleen Norris
Ray and Karen Pearson*
Justin and Denise Peek*
Robert and Hollyce Phillips*
John and Debbie Phillips
Mervin J. Phillips, Jr.
Tom and Nancy Pilcher
Carl & Katy Pinkard
Stefan and Catherine Prvanov*
Stephen Puterski
Samantha Richter
Eugene Ross
Bruce and Sheri Sachs
Bret Schanzenbach
Renuka Sethi
Kristine Sheffler
Marvin Sippel and Mary Ann Scherr*
Mark Stuart and Tim Rupe

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
Melvin Allen Sweet and Lu Ann Hall*
Lorenza Tupaz
Pamela Valinet*
Dawn Van Siclen
Clinton and Jane Voltmer*
Rusty and Jodi Wallis*
J.V. and Victoria Ward*
Robert Weinberg
Jeffrey and Debby Weiner
Scott and Donna White*
Knox and June◊ Williams*
Polly Williams
Brian and Marianne Zumbano

**Endowment Builders**
Alpenglow Counseling Services
Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce Partners in Education
Grand Pacific Resorts, Inc.
Issa Family Foundation
Manna Charitable Foundation*
Poseidon Water
Sharrar Builds Community at Windermere
Green Dragon Tavern & Museum
Derek Adams
Srinivas Aluri
Larry Anderson
Richard Anderson*
Robert and Martha Anderton*
Craig and Carey Applegate
Julie Baker*

Bruce and Kelly Banemer*
Richard and Karin Barnes*
Scott Bartel and Nicole Pappas
Greg Bellman
Thomas and Mary Betz*
Keith and Dawn Blackburn*
Rickard Borg
David and Kaydee Bork
Ernest and Peggy Bray
Kristine Brown and Patrice Smerdu*
James and Leslie Brubaker*
Robert and Mary Jane Brue*
J. Travis Burleson
Arnold and Judith Calabrese*
Carlsbad Firefighters Association L3730*
Carltas Company
William Carroll*
Larry Cohen
Jeri and Therry Colaw*
Ann Collins
Delta Collins*
William and Patricia Compas*
Gini Craig*
Clinton Crosser
Paige DeCino
Farzan and Jennifer Dehmoubed
Lael Dewhurst*
Edmond and Bonnie Dominguez*
Farrah Douglas
John Duca

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
Eric Eng  
David and Rosemary Eshelman*  
Tara Esquivel  
James Farley*  
Kurt and Teddie Filipovitch*  
Gloria Foote  
William Fowler  
Fox Advisors, Inc  
Gaylen & Shari Freeman*  
Shari Freeman*  
Jean Freiburger*  
Mary Fritz-Wilson  
Patsy Gaffney  
Gary and Mary West Foundation*  
Kate Gebhart  
Rebecca P. Goodman  
John Haedrich  
Matthew and Phyllis Hall  
Jason Hansen*  
Gary and Ann Herbert*  
Sylvia Hirschberg*  
Bobbie Hoder*  
Jay Hoffman*  
Carol Holbrook  
Will and Mary Holleran  
Tina Howard  
Jean Hunt  
William and Karen Huss*  
Timothy and Tami Hutter*  
Ash and Jacqueline Ibrahim  
Javier Iglesias  
John and Joann Johnson  
Bruce and Carol Jordan*  
Jeff Kamholz  
Dr. Cyril and Jo Anne Kellett*  
April Kennedy  
Keith Kennedy◊  
Dennis Kern*  
Frederick◊ and Karen Kiko*  
Jerry Klein  
Craig & Mary-Lynn Knutsen*  
Ann Kulchin*  
David◊ and Ann Kulchin  
Yaney Langson  
Kelly and Gian Lauro*  
Leichtag Foundation  
Larry and Eileen Letts*  
Linda LeVier  
Stephen L’Heureux*  
Gene and Lynn Light  
David Lloyd*  
Terrence and Chantal Maher*  
Grace Mamaux*  
Timothy and Laurie Martin*  
Leonard Martyns◊*  
Brian Johnson and Roni Mayben*  
Colleen McEniry  
Frank and Tonita McKone  
Scott McPherson  
Frank and Jennifer Merchat

* Founders  
** Benefactors  
◊ Deceased
Jeffrey Harvey and Leslea Meyerhoff*
Gregory and Margaret Millard
James Miller◊*
Rodd Miller
Thomas and Rosemary Mills*
Joseph and Susan Minner*
Joni Miringoff*
Eugene Mitchell
Susan Monell*
Ron and Dorothy Moore
Adam Nazar
Barbi Nelson*
Greg Nelson*
Barbara Nesseth
Gary Nessim and Kathy Kinane
Robert and Elaine Nielsen*
Alex and Jenny Ning
Alex Ning
Joseph Noble
Bailey and Joan Noble*
Peder and Julie Norby Family
North County Health Services
Paul and Julianne Nygaard
James and Jo Ann O’Meara*
Mark and Bonnie Packard*
Ronald and Roma Packard
Liz Paegel
Jeffrey Pashby
Raymond and Denise Patchett*
Ned Paterson*

Carol Pettit
Dale Pettit
Barbara Prigg◊*
Glenn Quilllin
Carmen Rene
Doris Lee Ritchie◊*
John and Johanna Roach
Red and Pauline Robinson
Terrell and Lisa Rodman*
Irving Roston
Eleanor Ruane*
Brian Rupp
Santourian Manufacturing, Inc.*
Mary Ann Scherr
Sean Seaman
Security Business Bank of San Diego
Jeff and Laura Segall
Richard and Peggy Shaffer*
Marshall and Anne Silverstein
Kevin Skjei
Becky Smith
Carol Smith*
David Smith
James◊ and Mary Smith
Neal and Kam Stehly
Kirk and France Marie Stiewel
Louis Storrow
Tim Stripe
Timothy and Janeean Stripe
Michael and Shawna Such

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased
William and Glenda Super
Robert and Carolyn Taylor*
The Foster Family Foundation
Katherine Sparrow
Robert and Roxane Thompson
Sidney and Lynne Tufts
James and Heather Ukegawa
Arturo Vazquez
Duane and Barbara Walker*
Christopher and Nicole Walters
Donald Wells
Asha Wilbun
Steve and Ada Wilders*
Katherine Winkler
Mark Winkler
George and Rose Anne Wooldridge*
Gary and Jackie Wrench*
Rufus Young and Carole Young

* Founders
** Benefactors
◊ Deceased